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Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols
Blocked AGAIN George Soros Fingered
Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

ABOVE AND BEYOND
COURAGEOUS AMERICAN PATRIOT
AMBASSADOR LEO EMIL WANTA
PRESIDENT REAGAN’S HONORABLE SECRET AGENT
WANTA-REAGAN-MITTERRAND PROTOCOL FUNDS
DUE THE U.S. AND FRENCH TREASURIES OVER 20 YEARS
STOLEN BY THE NAZI BUSH-CLINTON-CIA RICO CABAL
AKA ‘DEEP STATE’

TREASONOUS CO-CONSPIRATORS
Dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, White
House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel (AP), CIA Director Leon Panetta

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported
that the noted Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols
continue to be blocked by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate aka daddy Bush (George Herbert Walker Bush),
dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodenhurst
Clinton, White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel and U.S.
CIA Director Leon Panetta.
This latest obstruction of justice is occurring while, as of
February 5, 2010, the Protocol Funds were sitting in the
U.S. Treasury ready for dispersal.
The Bushes and Clintons, along with their two major
enablers Rahm Emanuel and Leon Panetta, continue to
invoke the UN-Constitutional U.S. Patriot Act as the
predicate for blocking the disbursement of the Protocol
funds, which would return $6.2 TRILLION back to the U.S.
Treasury.

Note: President Obama signed an Executive Order authorizing
disbursement of the Protocols funds on one hand, but is powerless
or is not interested in challenging his own subordinates, who are
effectively blocking his own Presidential Executive Order.
Once again, folks, we ask the question: Who is in charge of the
United States of America at this time?
This latest confusion spreading through the U.S. Government
dovetails directly to the recent meltdown and collapse in U.S. equity,
financial foreign currency and precious metal markets across the
world.

Financial TERRORIST George Soros
We can now divulge that what we are seeing, once again,
is a financial 'BLACK OP' aka a financial attack, once again
being orchestrated by known world foreign currency trader
aka financial terrorist George Soros.
Soros is orchestrating these attacks with the assistance of
the U.S. NSA (National Security Agency) through various
hidden sub-trust accounts located at banking institutions
in the nation of Brazil.

The middle man for this activity aka the clearing house is
the known U.S. financial brokerage house and bank, the
monolith Goldman Sachs.
These sub-trust accounts, which have been headquartered
across South America and Asia, have been used for years
by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate to launder
STOLEN U.S. Treasury funds and hide the STOLEN WantaReagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds.
This latest financial 'BLACK OP' is designed by the New
World Order gang to effectively bankrupt the European
Union, destroy once and for all all regional and local U.S.
banking institutions, take delivery of all U.S. dollar
denominated assets at a penny on the dollar utilizing
bogus credit default swaps that are dollar denominated.
Reference: Some of the sub-trust accounts located in
Brazilian banks also have ties to the Bank of England and
sub-trust accounts tied to the British Monarchy as well as
British Intelligence.
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Soros has been in charge of trading programs tied to the
British Monarchy so one must assume that her Majesty,
the Queen, does not mind wrecking the European Union
and countries like Italy, Spain, Luxembourg and Ireland,
since in her own delusional mind, wrecking these nations
may some how revive the British nation.
Yes, this has become a zero-sum game, which can be
accurately stated as a Financial World War III.
What will follow next, folks, is a banking emergency within
30 days and the issuing of at least three (3) new New
World Order type currencies that will not be issued in
paper denomination but will be in the form of electronic
ATM cards.
I know this sounds bizarre, folks, but believe me, there
now is no paper currency in the world that is worth
anything at all.

FBI Division 5 asset Tim White (L) FBI Division 5 asset Jeffrey (Jeff) Fisher
P.S. Stay tuned for future intelligence briefings in which we will
have more details concerning FBI Division 5's attack against the
American People, including the use of mercenary Blackwater/Xe
helicopters, the use of cell phones as weapons aka the use of laser
technology directed at its targets from U.S. satellites, which is part
of an overall psychological warfare program to create bipolar
symptoms, schizophrenia and overall mental illness.
This is part of an overall Nazi style program aka mind control.
Directing this program is a known FBI Division 5 Nazi stooge named
Mark Holtslaw headquartered in none other than Denver, Colorado.
Folks, guess who Holtslaw's two major assets have been for over
five (5) years. None other than sociopath, alleged born-again
Christian Timothy Patrick White aka [Tim White, Concerned Citizen,
Researcher] and the well known sociopath Jeff Fisher aka Jeffrey
Fisher.
Both White and Fisher specialize in making harassing phone calls
directed against American Patriots aka known whistleblowers.

P.P.S. Isn't it interesting that the corporate-controlled, fascist,
extortion friendly U.S. media played up both Sarah Palin and U.S.
Secretary of State, dysfunctional Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, on their
talk shows this weekend.

Sarah Parlin (L) and Hillary Clinton
Both Palin and Hillary spent most of their time promoting the alleged
'war on terror'.
Now, if you have followed these intelligence briefings for some time,
folks, you will know that there is NO war on terror, there NEVER was
a war on terror and the whole 9/11 'BLACK OP' attacks were an
inside job orchestrated by criminal elements tied to rogue U.S. and
foreign intelligence agencies whose design was to DESTROY the U.S.
Constitution, control and then LOOT the U.S. Treasury and eventually
take the United States to MARTIAL LAW conditions.
Hillary, whose CIA nickname is "Queen Melusina", voted for the
illegal war in Iraq and the UN-Constitutional Patriot Act and spent
eight (8) years as First Lady under her husband, Bill Clinton, doing
everything she could, with the help of her media stooges, to
undermine then Vice President, now year 2000 duly elected
President Albert Gore Jr. as to pave the way for her business
partner-in-crime, George W. BushFRAUD, to STEAL the year 2000
presidential election.

When it comes to Ms. Palin we have a new nickname for her. She
can now be called the "mass media Gestapo barbie doll".
Palin, whose old Biblical nickname is "Aunt Esther", has been quoted
as saying ...God sent us to Iraq...
Palin, who recently spoke at a Tea Party convention, which allegedly
advocates a return to the Constitution of the United States, is like
Hillary, a direct enemy of the Constitution of the United States.
Sarah Palin, who is still advocating pursuing the (phony) war on
terror and a foreign policy based on the biblical Old Testament, still
believes in illegal spying against the American People, allowing FBI
Division 5 to plot 'FALSE FLAG' terrorist attacks, which now,
according to the Washington Post, has led to the infringement of the
American People's basic right to privacy.
Folks, this Tea Party convention, which says they believe in the
Constitution of the United States of America, is nothing but a farce
when they allow "Aunt Esther" aka Sarah Palin to stand before this
convention and promote the policies of none other than nation
wrecking, Constitution shredding, U.S. Treasury embezzling, election
stealing, homosexual in-the-closet, cocaine snorting, AWOL war
criminal George W. BushFRAUD.

If you want your Constitution back, folks, you had better
go to a Tea Party convention run by Ron Paul supporters
and not the Palin-Bush gang.
Reference: It should come as no surprise that the corporatecontrolled, fascist, extortion-friendly U.S. mass media is once again
promoting terrorist attacks soon to come.
It is interesting that CIA Director Leon Panetta believes the major
terrorist threat is now from "lone wolves" aka DHS defined
"domestic U.S. terrorists”.

Question: Could it be that these 'domestic terrorists' are
not a threat to the American People but a threat to the
criminal occupation government that is currently
terrorizing the citizens of the United States.

DHS defines a domestic terrorist as such:
1. An individual who does not believe in the U.S. media
version of 9/11
2. An individual who believes that Osama bin Laden has
been dead for eight (8) years
3. An individual who does not believe in domestic spying
directed against the American People
4. An individual who believes that Albert Gore Jr. was the
year 2000 duly elected President
5. An individual that does not believe in the Federal
Reserve System
6. An individual with a Ron Paul bumper sticker

Question: If 60% of the American People no longer believe in the
Government's cover up story of 9/11, I guess that makes 60% of the
American People domestic terrorists.

John 8:12-14 So again Jesus spoke to them saying, "I am the light of
the world; whoever follows me will not walk in darkness, but one
will have the light of life.”

So the Pharisees said to him, "You testify about yourself; your
testimony is not true.”
Jesus answered and said to them, "Even if I testify about myself, my
testimony is true, because I know where I came from and where I
go; but you do not know where I come from or where I go.

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of
highly credible sources inside American and European Intelligence
Agencies and INTERPOL--reporting what is REALLY going on behind
the scenes of the corporate-controlled mainstream media cover up
propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and illusions.
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